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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF JAMES TURTON MURDOCH 

INTRODUCTION 

1 My name is James Turton Murdoch.  

2 I am the sole director of Papanui Road Limited (PRL), the owner and 
operator of The Carlton Bar and Eatery (The Carlton). The Carlton is 
located at 1 Papanui Road, and is directly across from Victoria 
Street.   

3 I have worked in the hospitality industry for 20 years and have 
owned The Carlton for 9 years. I also have a number of other 
hospitality interests in Christchurch.  

4 PRL submitted on Stage 3 provisions of the proposed Replacement 
District Plan (pRDP), seeking that 1 Papanui Road be rezoned to City 
Centre Business and included within the adjacent entertainment and 
hospitality precinct. This was necessary because while The Carlton is 
a longstanding institution and served to bookend Victoria Street, it 
is located outside of the Avenues and therefore is not within the 
Central City.  

5 PRL’s further submission supported the submission of Pacific Park 
Investments Limited, and it is on the basis of PRL’s further 
submission that I give the evidence that follows.  

6 I note, however, that had the Policy now sought by CCC formed the 
notified version of the proposal (rather than being released only a 
very short time before submitter evidence was due) I would have 
also submitted in opposition to it. I also would have sought the 
inclusion of a positive policy recognition of the investment that has 
already taken place in Victoria Street.   

7 I discuss my reasons for this below, as well as providing a summary 
of: 

7.1 The Carlton and wider environment;  

7.2 Investment in The Carlton; 

7.3 My resource consent. 

8 I rely on and incorporate the evidence I have previously given on 
Chapter 13, dated 14 January 2016. 
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POLICY 6.1.1.1.6 

9 I understand that the evidence of Alison McLaughlin for CCC 
seeks to include a Policy which effectively states that the Category 2 
Victoria Street entertainment and hospitality precinct is a residential 
area, and that Category 2 precincts are suitable for cafes, 
restaurants and takeaway food services.  

10 I disagree entirely with the assessment of Victoria Street as a 
residential area, and have huge concerns about the implications of 
the Policy: 

10.1 I know that rules in a District Plan trigger when a resource 
consent is needed, and have been advised that what is in the 
Plan’s policies influences the outcome of a consent process; 

10.2 I know that resource consents generally contain review 
clauses, and have been advised that the policies at the time 
of the review are taken into account; and 

10.3 I know that the Local Alcohol Policy (LAP) process involves 
the District Plan’s objectives and policies. I have appealed the 
CCC’s provisional LAP, which sought to impose a closing time 
of 1.00am on premises in the Victoria Street area; and 

10.4 While the LAP can be appealed, I have been advised that 
appeal rights in this process are very limited.  

11 Given these huge implications, I am highly concerned that this 
Policy has only arisen at such a late stage and seemingly out of 
nowhere. As outlined above, had I known that this was CCC’s 
intention I would also have submitted on this, and had the 
appropriate people help me through the expert conferencing and 
mediation processes. I would have also had a much greater amount 
of time to prepare my evidence.  

12 I am also unclear on how the Policy fits with the Central City 
Recovery Plan (CCRP). I am aware that the CCRP assigned Victoria 
Street as an entertainment and hospitality precinct, and know that 
much of the investment in entertainment and hospitality activities in 
the area occurred in response to that. I am not aware of anything in 
the CCRP that says bars, restaurants and/or night clubs should not 
be located on Victoria Street.  

13 I discuss the investment in The Carlton specifically below.  
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THE CARLTON AND WIDER AREA 

14 The Carlton has been in its present location for over 150 years.  It 
was originally established in the 1860s, where the first Carlton Hotel 
stood until 1902, when it was demolished.   

15 The second Carlton Hotel was constructed in 1906 and stood until 
2011, when it was demolished due to significant damage from the 
February 2011 earthquake.   

16 Construction was completed on the current Carlton building in 2013 
to provide hospitality to the wider community and tourist 
population. It is currently surrounded by a fast food outlet, a service 
station, and a number of smaller retail outlets. 

17 Now, and prior to the earthquakes, The Carlton served as a ‘book 
end’ to the entertainment and hospitality activities on Victoria 
Street.  

18 I understand the Victoria Street environment (pre- and post-
earthquakes) is covered in full in the evidence of Brett Giddens, 
but I would say there are a similar number of licensed premises 
operating now compared with the pre-earthquake situation.  

INVESTMENT FOLLOWING THE EARTHQUAKES 

19 As outlined above, The Carlton was demolished following the 
February 2011 earthquake. The landowner rebuilt in the same 
location at a cost of approximately $10 million. On top of that, my 
fit out costs were approximately $2.1-2.5 million.  

20 I invested this money (and signed the lease) because I knew: 

20.1 Victoria Street has been a longstanding destination for late 
night entertainment and hospitality; 

20.2 The Central City Recovery Plan (CCRP) had recognised this, 
and labelled Victoria Street as an ‘entertainment and 
hospitality precinct’; and 

20.3 I was aware other entertainment and hospitality operators on 
Victoria Street were being granted resource consents by CCC 
to operate until 3.00am and 4.00am.  

21 These matters were important to me because I know there are huge 
benefits to being located around other restaurants and bars. It is 
difficult to quantify this benefit in terms of numbers or statistics, but 
I know that our customers will often leave The Carlton and visit 
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other bars and restaurants on Victoria Street, or, alternatively, will 
visit us after being at other bars and restaurants on Victoria Street.   

22 This foot traffic is incredibly valuable, but is at risk of being lost 
should Victoria Street be subject to earlier closing hours. Customers 
will simply go to areas where they can remain until 3.00am.  

23 This would obviously have a significantly detrimental impact on my 
investment, and also the investment by the building’s owner.  

24 It is not viable to simply move that investment into the Category 1 
precinct, and neither would doing so recognise The Carlton’s 
longstanding historical associations with the site.  

25 I have attached and marked “A” a letter from the Managing Director 
of the company that owns The Carlton building. The letter outlines 
his concerns with CCC’s policy.  

26 I have also attached and marked “B” a letter from Barry Thomas. Mr 
Thomas is part-way through developing 31 Victoria Street and was 
concerned when I told him about CCC’s policy. He has outlined his 
concerns briefly in that letter.  

 

Dated:         February 2016 

 

James Turton Murdoch 
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ATTACHMENT A – LETTER FROM BUILDING OWNER 
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ATTACHMENT B – LETTER FROM BARRY THOMAS 
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